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Recently there has been progress in the understanding of the confinement mechanism in Landau
gauge QCD. The emerging dynamical description in terms of the underlying gauge dependent
degrees of freedom goes beyond the static confinement in the quenched limit and has the potential
to describe the scale-dependent phenomenon seen in nature, where new hadrons are produced
when the system is sufficiently excited. I point out that the confinement mechanism for quarks is
rather different from the corresponding one for gluons and that both are embedded in a consistent
framework that can describe important qualitative properties of strong interaction physics, like
chiral symmetry breaking, spontaneous and anomalous mass generation and a linear rising heavy
quark potential with an almost quark-mass independent string tension.
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So far the literature on Landau gauge QCD was mostly concerned with its Yang-Mills sector
and thereby with the properties of the "glue". In this mechanical analogy these analyses probed its
consistency and adhesiveness and it turned out that its characteristic long-range properties are not
directly generated by the gluonic dynamics but actually induced by the ghost sector of the theory
[1, 2]. However, the long-term goal of these studies is surely to understand how this "glue" binds
matter and correspondingly to explain the confinement of quarks into hadrons and their properties.
An important feature of the strongly interacting vacuum is the spontaneous breaking of chiral sym-
metry (χSB) and the resulting large masses of most hadronic states. The solution of the Yang-Mills
sector, taken as an input, yields dynamically generated constituent quark masses of the right order
of magnitude [3]. This masses, as well as most hadronic properties, are generated by the dynamics
in the scale regime of the order of ΛQCD and are rather insensitive to the long-range behavior of the
gluonic interaction. This demands detailed numerical computations and to reach results at a quan-
titative level with functional methods should require to include the vertex functions which feature
a pronounced angular dependence [4].
The other characteristic property of QCD is the absence of colored degrees of freedom in final
states. This property is encoded in the infrared (IR) limit of Green’s functions and qualitative
results can be obtained by a mere IR power counting analysis. The scaling solution with a sup-
pressed gluon and an enhanced ghost [1, 2] provides an explanation for gluon confinement via the
Kugo-Ojima confinement scenario [5] which ensures their absence from the physical state space.
However, there is a qualitative difference between gauge degrees of freedom and matter fields since
the latter carry a conserved global charge. Correspondingly, quarks cannot merely be removed from
the physical spectrum but literally have to be confined in localized, hadronic states that carry the
corresponding charge over. This requires a long-range interaction that permanently binds them
which in the idealized quenched limit leads to a linear potential between static sources [6]. In
contrast in dynamical QCD the interaction is scale dependent and has to describe hadronization in
excited systems. Thereby, quark confinement is a rather diverse phenomenon, and a mechanism
that only explains the absence of quarks in asymptotic states describes only part of the physics.
Recently, a novel mechanism for quark confinement has been proposed that provides such a scale
dependent description [7]. In contrast to previous pictures, the mechanism does not simply rely
on a divergent gluon propagator that directly confines quarks, but shows a more subtle behavior.
Whereas the gluon propagator is actually suppressed, it is the coupling of the gluons to the quarks
that overturns the gluonic suppression. In particular, this relies on a kinematic IR singularity of
the quark-gluon vertex that is triggered when only the gluon momentum becomes soft and inde-
pendently of the quark kinematics. This kinematic singularity of the quark-gluon vertex induces a
long-range interaction in the four-quark vertex when all external quark momenta are finite but the
momentum transfer between them becomes small. In the quenched limit this provides a linear ris-
ing potential in coordinate space and thereby an explicit mechanism for the confinement of quarks
based on infrared singularities. This IR behavior is confirmed by a numerical solution of the corre-
sponding Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs) and the numerical results yield a string tension that
is very insensitive to value of the current quark mass [7]. Precisely the strong kinematic divergence
of the quark-gluon vertex that induces confinement also provides a mechanism for an anomalous
mass generation via the Kogut-Susskind mechanism [8].
A recent IR analysis of the fully coupled system of DSEs of dynamical QCD [9] shows that the
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Figure 1: Schematic form of the heavy quark potential with areas of ap-
plication of the different fixed points of Landau gauge QCD [9]. The short
range Coulomb interaction is described by the perturbative UV fixed point
(P). The linear rising part with string tension σ is determined by the the
static IR fixed point (S ) that is realized in the limit of an infinite quark
mass mq →∞. Finally the long ranged screening is described by the mas-
sive IR fixed point (M ) that represents the IR behavior for finite mq .
quark dynamics does not affect the long-range behavior of the gauge sector at all. This implies
that the above mechanical analogy is indeed correct since qualitatively the "glue" is unaffected by
the quarks and merely binds them. The IR analysis yields different classes of fixed points in the
cases of an infinite, a finite or a vanishing quark mass. In dynamical QCD with finite quark masses
the possible fixed points in the quark sector of the theory are reduced compared to the quenched
approximation. Whereas in quenched QCD there is in addition to the IR fixed point with a strong
kinematic divergence of the quark-gluon vertex also one with a bare vertex, only the latter exists in
the unquenched case. Therefore there is no infinite-range interaction between color sources in dy-
namical QCD but it is screened by virtual quark loops. Strikingly the power counting analysis even
provides the screening scale which is precisely of the order of the dynamically generated quark
mass and should therefore induce string breaking via quark pairs once the system is sufficiently
excited. As shown in fig. 1, even the qualitative form of the heavy quark potential is completely
determined by the fixed points of QCD [9] that are approximately realized over certain scale ranges.
There are various recent lattice simulations on rather large lattices that seem to favor an alternative
decoupling solution where the gluon becomes massive, cf. [10] and refs. therein. As discussed in
[2, 9] there are no IR enhanced Green’s functions in this case - or in terms of the mechanical anal-
ogy: such a glue would not be sticky at all. Correspondingly, in this case the long-range interaction
between quarks would have to arise from some independent mechanism without being reflected
in the underlying Green’s functions. In contrast, the scaling solution discussed above provides a
description of many important features of QCD entirely in terms of the latter.
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